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Academic Unit Scenario Modeling: General Scenario Planning 

 

General Overview: 

The purpose of this App is to provide a tool and “sandbox” environment which will allow Academic Units to model 
various scenarios and projections for their college/school.  Scenario modeling is broken into two distinct categories:  
New Program and General Scenario. This guide will focus on the General Scenario tool. 

 

The General Scenario Modeling Tool encompasses the following sections/App pages: 

1. Create Scenario 

1.01 – Create Scenario 
 This page allows users to manage the creation and deletion of scenarios as well as designate scenarios as 

either New Program or General Scenario. 

3. General Scenario Planning 

3.01 – Unrestricted Scenario Planning 
 This page allows users to input Unrestricted Fund projections for direct revenues and direct expenses.  

Adjustments will be entered by fund type for each Unrestricted Fund (if applicable). 
o Please note: The following pooled revenues, pooled expenses, and model allocations are not available 

for direct adjustment within the current page: UG Resident Tuition, UG NR Tuition, General State 
Appropriations, Support Unit Cost Allocations, Participation Fees, Legacy Model Adjustment, and 
Subvention. 

3.02 – Restricted Scenario Planning 
 This page allows users to input Restricted Fund projections for direct revenues and direct expenses.  

However, unlike the 3.01 – Unrestricted Scenario Planning page, projections will be made for total 
Restricted funds rather than each individual restricted fund type. 

3.03 – Variables 
 This page will allow users to model the impact of changes to the various metrics which drive pooled revenue 

and expense allocations per the Budget Model. 

3.04 – Unrestricted Report   
 This page provides users with Unrestricted Fund summary financial reports including a carryforward/fund 

balance summary through the final projected year. 

3.05 – Restricted Report 
 This page provides users with Restricted Fund summary financial reports including a carryforward/fund 

balance summary through the final projected year. 
 

4. Multi-Scenario Tools 

4.04 – Scenario Compare Report – General/New Programs 
 This page will allow users to compare different scenarios in a side-by-side view. 
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Process for Creating a Scenario 

 
1. From the Apps home page, select the Academic Unit Scenario Modeling link: 

 
 
 

2. Select the 1.01 – Create Scenario link to create a scenario: 
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3. In the top right corner of this page, there are two options to choose from:  Create Unit Scenario and Delete Unit 

Scenario.  Select “Create Unit Scenario”  

 
 
 

4. A prompt will appear for you to select which unit to create the scenario for.  Users will additionally be able to 
provide a name to the scenario to distinguish different scenarios from one another.  Once a unit has been selected 
and a name entered, click Submit to create the scenario:  

 

5. Once a scenario has been created users will be able to see them populated on the app page.  For General Scenarios, 
it is important to leave the ‘New Program Scenario?’ and ‘Program Start Year’ selections blank.  Additionally, a 
comments field has been provided to allow users to add description of the assumptions being modeled.  
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6. Once completed, navigate to the 3.01 – Unrestricted Scenario Planning page using the drop-down navigation bar at 
the top of the screen: 
 

 
 
If there are multiple scenarios created for a unit, be sure to select the appropriate one from the drop-down list 
located in the top right of the screen: 
 

 
 
The Unrestricted Scenario Planning page allows input into each Unrestricted fund type using the fund selector in the 
top right corner of the page; however, it is not required to enter adjustments into each fund type. 
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This page is where units will input direct revenue and direct expense projections for each unrestricted fund type.  
For A Funds, the following pooled revenues, pooled expenses, and model allocations are not available for direct 
adjustment: UG Resident Tuition, UG NR Tuition, General State Appropriations, Support Unit Cost Allocations, 
Participation Fees, Legacy Model Adjustment, and Subvention. Please refer to Appendix A for further details on how 
each of these values is calculated as well as an overview of the projection method for each P&L line item.  
 
Non-A unrestricted fund types will include direct revenue and direct expense inputs only. 
 
 

 
 
 
Historical actuals are provided for the previous two fiscal years.  Additionally, current year-to-date information is 
included for the current fiscal year.  Note that this data is for informational purposes only, and as such, the “$ Adj” 
columns should be used to input total forecasted values for all projected years. 

Users can add comments to each projection input.  First, select the row with the category you wish to add 
comments to, then select the Fiscal Year column header.  This will activate the card on the right-hand side under 
“Additional Insights” for users to input their comments.  The card will display the selected items for reference. Once 
a comment is entered, the Final Projected column will highlight the corresponding cell to indicate that a comment is 
present. 
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7. Navigate to the 3.02 – Restricted Scenario Planning page using the same drop-down navigation as in the prior step.   

 
This page is where units will input direct revenue and direct expense projections for restricted funds.  Note that on 
this page, projections are entered directly into the ‘Projected’ column rather than into a ‘$ Adj’ column. Unlike 
Unrestricted Scenario Planning, Restricted projections will be made at the total Restricted Fund level rather than 
each individual fund type. 
 

 
 
 
 

8. The final page users will enter changes to is the 3.03 – Variables page.  Using the drop-down navigation menu as 
described in step 6, navigate to this page.  Here, users will be able to adjust incremental changes to their metrics.  
 

The first card on this page provides a mapping reference between the actual metric year (bottom row) and the 
financial/budget impact year (top row).  For example, the FY24 Budget Year will use metrics sourced from FY22. 
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The second card on this page is where users will input their incremental adjustments to allocation metrics.  As per 
the Budget Model methodology, metrics are used for the allocation of Undergraduate Tuition, General State 
Appropriations, and Support Unit Cost Allocations. 
 
When entering metric data into this card, be mindful that these are increases/decreases to your metric information 
(not the full metric totals).  Therefore, as an example, do not enter your full anticipated UG Student FTE into the 
FY24 column, but rather the incremental changes from the base starting year.   

The base starting year of metrics will always be the current budget year.  Therefore, in the example from the screen 
shot below, changes made in the FY24 Column impact the FY22 Metrics (as per the reference table) and will be 
added to or subtracted from the FY21 Metrics (base year) which are used for the current budget year (FY23). 

In addition to the first column (i.e., FY24 below), all other columns also increase/decrease metrics totals from their 
base year values (not necessarily the previous year).  In other words, entering a change of +5 into the FY28 column 
(FY26 metric) would adjust the value by adding +5 to the FY21 Metric (base year). Therefore, as an example, if a unit 
wants to model a constant increase of 5 FTE through each projection year, the inputted change value would need to 
increase each year, as modeled in the screenshot below: 

 

Note: Although the first column (FY24 below) is a unit input column, the related metric values will be finalized for 
this year at some point during each Fall term.  Therefore, at that point, units will be able to input the “known” 
adjustment values needed to arrive at the current year metric totals.  In the example below, as FY22 metrics are 
known, the incremental changes from FY21 to FY22 have been entered to provide more precise modeling. 
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After users have completed their metric assumptions, those changes can be seen in the third and fourth cards on 
the page:   

 

On the third card, highlighted above, the current year (i.e., FY23) Estimated Revenue per Change is a static value 
that is calculated from current year pools divided by the metrics used in the current fiscal year.  For future years, the 
same calculation is performed with the addition of central Budget Office assumptions regarding total allocated pool 
amounts and total metric values. 

The Allocated Revenue column is calculated by multiplying the Estimated Revenue per Change column by the Unit 
Metric column.   

The Unit Metric column is calculated based off the metrics of the current year (i.e., FY21 metrics used in FY23 
Budget) plus the incremental changes made in the prior step. 

 

The fourth card, shown below, provides an overview of the Estimated Costs associated with the Support Unit Cost 
Pools. 
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For this card, the Total Cost Pool and Total Academic Metrics are calculated based on central Budget Office 
assumptions regarding total Cost Pool amounts and related allocation metric values.  The Estimated Cost per Unit 
Change column is a calculation of the Total Cost Pool divided by Total Academic Metrics for each pool.  As units 
make their incremental adjustments, those changes will be reflected in the Unit Metric column which is in turn used 
to calculate the Estimated Cost. 

To view the different Fiscal Years associated with these cost pools, there is a drop-down selector located in the 
bottom left-hand portion of the card as highlighted here: 

 

 

Note: Central Budget Office assumptions regarding total allocation pools (i.e., UG Resident Tuition, UG Non-resident 
Tuition, General State Appropriations, and Support Unit Cost Allocations) and aggregate academic metric totals (e.g., 
Credit Hours, Student FTE, etc.) will be updated on an annual basis at the beginning of each fiscal year.  However, if 
instances arise requiring central updates during the fiscal year, the budget office will notify all users prior to the 
update as any existing unit scenarios would be impacted. 
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9. After projections have been finalized, page 3.04 – Unrestricted Report and 3.05 – Restricted Report provide users 

with summary financial reports including a carryforward/fund balance summary through the final projected year. 

To export a report, use the drop-down selectors in the top right corner to select the scenario and fund type (or fund 
type rollup) and select the ellipsis that appears in the top right of the card when hovering your mouse over the card 
you wish to export:  

 

Select Exports > Export this view, to export into the selected file type.  As with the Restricted Scenario Planning 
page, the Restricted Report is presented at the total Restricted Funds level and cannot be broken into individual 
fund types. 

 

 

10. Navigating to the 4.04 – Scenario Compare Report – General/New Programs, will provide users with the ability to 
compare two different General and/or New Programs in a side-by-side comparison view.  Using the drop-down lists 
in the top left of the page will allow users to pick the scenarios which will be populated below.  For General 
Scenarios, report values reflect total current funds (i.e., Unrestricted + Restricted fund amounts). 

 

 

 



2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
PY-1 PY CY CY+1 CY+2 CY+3 CY+4 CY+5 CY+6

Direct Revenues:
Budget Transfers
Direct Tuition
Graduate
Tuition Discounting
Total Fees
Direct State Appropriations
Indirect Cost Recovery (IDC) Revenue
Grants, Contracts & Gifts
Sales, Services & Other

Pooled Revenues:
Undergraduate Tuition - Resident
Undergraduate Tuition - Non-Resident
General State Appropriations

Direct Expenses
Contras & Transfers

Indirect Expenses:
Support Unit Allocations

Model Allocations:
Legacy Model Adjustment
Participation Fee Payment
Subvention
Strategic Initiative Funding

Projection Method:  Historical Data
CY Budget
Calculation: 16.8% * taxable revenues
Direct Input
Calculation: Pool Totals (Budget Office input) \ Metric Assumptions (Budget Office input) * Unit Metrics (Unit input)

Appendix A:  Projection Methods for A Fund General Scenario Modeling
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